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Facebook updated the popular iPhone app, offering a lot of improved features for the official Facebook iPhone 3.0 rev. But unfortunately, Facebook failed to offer everything facebook mobile warrior could want. Apple approved version 3.0 of the Facebook app for the iPhone on Thursday, and is now available for download from the App Store. Besides the features previously
announced, a few other nice touches have been made in this version as well. What's new on Facebook 3.0 for iPhone The first thing you'll notice in the Facebook 3.0 app is the redesign of the home screen, which displays facebook's main functions on the 3-by-3 network. Unlike screen shots in the Store, network lines on the home screen are not present in the final version. The
home screen of the app actually behaves like the home screen of the iPhone. Scroll left/right to another page where you can add news feeds to your friends and the Facebook pages you run. Icons can also be arranged in the grid, in the same way as with the home iPhone screen, by pressing your finger on the icon until it starts to vibrate. Facebook 3.0 also adds support to
iPhone events, and you can now watch upcoming events and RSVP. You can write and read notes from your friends and change your profile picture. The app also gives you full control over your Facebook photos, so you can create/delete albums, delete photos and photo tags. The news feed section sees many improvements in Facebook 3.0 for the iPhone as well. You can now
view your Facebook news feed on your iPhone just like you would on your desktop browser and statues, posts, or photos of admiration. Notifications will be displayed at the bottom of the home screen. A great advantage is the addition of landscape view from the news feed and you can also visit links without leaving the app, via a built-in browser. What you're missing from
Facebook 3.0 for iPhoneAlth although you can download videos from iPhone 3GS, you can't view videos that your friends uploaded to Facebook. However, if someone posts a video from YouTube, you can see in the built-in browser. But one of the biggest shortcomings of facebook's new app 3.0 for iPhone is the lack of payment notifications. The only way to get notifications from
your news feed when you close your Facebook app is to either set up email alerts from within Facebook or SMS alerts. An email client in the iPhone can only bring new messages every 15 minutes and SMS alerts are not widely available, so these two options cannot replace notifications. However, you may see this feature up in the 3.1 update from Facebook for the iPhone app.
Finally, it would be great if the next update from Facebook for the iPhone app could give the option to turn off the landscape view feature, as it can be very annoying when using the app while lying down. Overall though, facebook app 3.0 for iPhone is a great update and brings a desktop version of the social networking site closer to mobile phone users. In case you haven't already
done it, I You can download the new app. Note: When you buy something after clicking on the links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our link policy for more details. Facebook is the most popular photo sharing service on the internet so it's no surprise that it has released an app dedicated to the photo side of Facebook - it's called a Facebook camera. With
Facebook Camera, you can easily share multiple photos on Facebook, add filters to them, tag your friends, and view a news file that is limited to photos that you and your friends post. And of course, you can also leave comments and likes on photos. The home screen of Facebook Camera is a news feed, except that this news feed contains only photos, not status updates and
links as in Facebook for iPhone. You can sort the broadcast to show only photos posted by your friends or private photos. The appearance of the images in the stream resembles the new format recently implemented on Facebook for the iPhone. The images are full width and wider than the white background. Each image is cropped as a square. At the bottom of each image you
will see the thumb button up like it, the comments button to leave comments, and the number of likes and comments is also displayed. When you click on the numbers, a pop-up will appear showing who liked the image as well as all the comments. You can also leave your own comment. This button actually doesn't exactly the same thing as the speech bubble button. Tapping the
image will display it on a black background with the caption at the bottom, as well as buttons to like, hang, and tag. At the top of the feed, you'll see a strip of photos from the camera roll and buttons to start the camera. You will slide down on the news feed from the screen so you can scroll through all the images in the roll camera. Clicking on an image will display it more and allow
you to crop, tag, or add filters. These filters are remarkably similar to Instagram filters, but this has been expected since Facebook bought Instagram recently. After editing the image as you wish, you can select it using the check mark button or share it. If you select it, you'll be returned to the camera album photo net so you can repeat the process with more photos. Once you're
ready to share photos, just click the Share button. This screen looks similar to the Facebook photo sharing screen for the iPhone. It will display small thumbnails for all the photos you've chosen, let you say something about them, add a location, add friends, and adjust your privacy settings. Good beautiful news feed design shows either your friends photos or just upload your
multiple photos simultaneously editing photos by cropping and adding friends tag filters tuning privacy settings before posting leave comment and notes on bad speech bubble images and comment/like the number of buttons implementing the exact same thing the last line I should say I'm rather surprised I love this app. I do nothing but complain about Facebook for iPhone, but
facebook seems to have done a great job with facebook camera. It's not a substitute on Instagram, but it's a great addition to Facebook. Now I'm just curious to see how long before these filters become available on the web version of Facebook. Free - Download now and we may earn commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. The iPhone 11 and iPhone 11 Pro have a
lot of updates focused on camera systems, not all of them involving hardware. On Apple's latest iPhones, the camera app works a little differently, offering new features, including the new fast video feature. By holding down the shutter button, you can start capturing a video without going to video mode in the app first. This new feature requires a change in how explosive images
are taken. Here's how to capture quick videos and blow up photos on iPhone 11 and iPhone 11 Pro. How to capture a quick video how to capture blast photos how to capture fast video on the iPhone 11 camera open on your iPhone. Press and hold the shutter button using the camera in photo mode. Your video recording will start now, so lifting your finger at this point will stop
recording the video. Drag the registration button to the lock icon on the right. This will keep your registry even when you lift your finger from your iPhone. Something to keep in mind about fast video: it doesn't record in 4K. Regardless of the resolution you set to take video on your iPhone, whether above or below 4K, the quick videos on the iPhone 11 series will always record the
resolution of 1920 X 1440. How to take pictures on the iPhone 11 camera open on your iPhone. Press the shutter button to the left and drag it. You must do this quickly so you don't start recording a quick video. Lift your finger from the shutter button to stop taking the blast. Questions? If you have any questions about capturing fast video or rush mode photos on iPhone 11 or
iPhone 11 Pro, let us know in the comments. When it comes to live streaming, Periscope was the newest option, but today, Facebook goes to work. iPhone users can now start streaming live video from their phones that all their friends will see. To start streaming, click the Update status button in the Facebook app, and then click a live video icon. After some claims to make sure
you really want to send this live video, your broadcast will start. Friends can listen and comment in real time. When you end the broadcast, the video is saved in your diary like any other video. From the viewers' point of view, you'll see a friend's live broadcast in a regular news feed, and once you watch you can click the subscribe button if you want to get no notice of any future
streams. Live streaming is only an iPhone right now. Expand live video streaming to more people | Facebook
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